
Martin Theatre presents…

Sense and Sensibility
by Kate Hamill

based on the novel by Jane Austen

Synopsis: A playful new adaptation of Jane Austen’s beloved novel follows the fortunes
(and misfortunes) of the Dashwood sisters—sensible Elinor and hypersensitive
Marianne—after their father’s sudden death leaves them financially destitute and
socially vulnerable. Set in gossipy late 18th-century England, with a fresh female voice,
the play is full of humor, emotional depth, and bold theatricality: a true “rom-com.”
The play examines our reactions, both reasonable and ridiculous, to societal pressures.

Casting:
8 female actors
7 male actors
This is an ensemble show where most actors will play several roles. Set in 1790’s
England, all characters will speak in a British dialect (RP). Actors must attempt the
dialect at their audition.

Characters (* = principal characters that will not double roles)
*ELINOR DASHWOOD – The eldest Dashwood sister; sensible, strives to adhere to the
strict expectations of society. Her sometimes rigid and collected demeanor hides a
deep sadness and longing.

*MARIANNE DASHWOOD – The middle Dashwood sister; sensitive, free-spirited,
idealistic and romantic, allows herself to be carried away by love

MARGARET DASHWOOD – The youngest Dashwood sister, 10-13 years old, energetic
little girl

MRS. DASHWOOD – mother of the Dashwood sisters, tough but kind

JOHN DASHWOOD – half-brother to the Dashwood sisters

*EDWARD FERRAS – a gentleman bachelor, sweet but shy and painfully awkward



FANNY DASHWOOD – Edward’s sister and John’s wife; a nasty snob

*COLONEL BRANDON – an older bachelor with a mysterious past; cold and stoic but
with a passionate heart underneath

*JOHN WILLOUGHBY – an unusually charming young man; a dashing romantic hero
on the outside but ultimately tragically flawed

SIR JOHN MIDDLETON – a country gentleman; distant relation to Mrs. Dashwood;
loud, brash and fun-loving

*MRS. JENNINGS – Sir John’s boisterous, eccentric and gossipy mother-in-law

LADY MIDDLETON – Sir John’s wife; an over-bred lady

LUCY STEELE – a young girl of no fortune, simple and plain

ANNE STEELE – Lucy’s indiscreet and gossipy sister

ROBERT FERRAS – a callow young man, Edward’s younger brother

GOSSIPS 1-5 – a chorus of high-society types

AUDITIONS
Wednesday, May 24
12:00pm - 2:00pm

CALLBACKS
Thursday, May 25
12:00pm - 2:00pm

For more information:
Watch the beautiful 1995 Oscar-winning film “Sense and Sensibility” starring Kate
Winslet and Emma Thompson (available on Amazon Prime, AppleTV)

There are also several other film versions, including a 2008 BBC mini-series.

The full script of the play is available here:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1b1lgRO8llgmKS-19FW2KFWfprud5ARkR/view?usp=sha
re_link

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1b1lgRO8llgmKS-19FW2KFWfprud5ARkR/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1b1lgRO8llgmKS-19FW2KFWfprud5ARkR/view?usp=share_link

